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This report provides an update on the opening of the design process of Barking and 
Dagenham Giving’s new Community Endowment Fund. It begins with a brief 
description of the context and core values of this fund. It then looks at the process 
used to engage participants in the March 2021 design workshops, and outlines the 
main recommendations highlighted during the event. Finally, it channels the 
feedback of this workshop into key findings and a plan of action for delivering an 
ambitious and participatory design process for the fund.  

1. Context 

In December 2020, Barking and Dagenham Council agreed to transfer parts of the 
Neighbourhood Community Infrastructure Levy (NCIL) – a tax aimed at delivering the 
infrastructure needed to support new developments in an area – to Barking and 
Dagenham Giving (BD Giving), in order to set up a Community Endowment Fund. 

The landmark decision was for an initial capital investment of £650,000, with a strong 
commitment to add to the fund as more NCIL is collected over time. Underpinning this 
fund are three core values:  

• Sustainability  
The money should be invested in a way that secures funding in perpetuity 
without causing negative social or environmental impact on today’s and future 
generations. 

• Inclusive stake 
Barking and Dagenham’s community as a whole owns a ‘stake’ or interest in the 
fund, which should act as a fundamental force for convergence and cohesion. 

• Governance  
The fund offers a potential for a new type of democratic involvement so the 
process should allow ample opportunity for the local community to shape it and 
make decisions. 

As a local charity with a commitment to participation our ambition is to operate the 
fund according to the core belief that underlines our work, i.e. that the people who are 
affected by decisions should be making those decisions. As such, we have set ourselves 
the following goals: 

1. To involve the community in shaping the fund’s investment policy, i.e. how the 
money should be invested, and monitor the investments in order to ensure that 
the fund meets its ambitions and values. 
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What is an endowment? An endowment is a gift of money that is made to 
an institution or community in order to provide it with an annual income - 
either by spending it across a number of years, or by investing it in order to 
generate returns. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/community-infrastructure-levy


2. To ensure that the bulk of income generated by the Community Endowment 
Fund are made available for people and organisations in the borough, following 
BD Giving’s participatory processes. 
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2. The workshops 
2.1 Introduction 
After a high-energy celebration event held in January, we invited about 40 people from 
across the borough to take part in two introductory workshops on 1 and 3 March 2021 
and help us steer the fund’s design process. Many of the participants had some kind of 
link to BD Giving, e.g. they had been involved in some of our processes previously, but 
there were also a number of new faces who had responded to callouts through our 
network and on social media.  

The workshops had three main objectives:  

1. Provide participants with a brief introduction on charitable endowments and a 
snapshot of available options for investors.  

2. Begin a discussion on the principles, direction of travel, and governance 
mechanisms that need to be put in place to bring this opportunity to life.  

3. Inform participants on the way forward and offer ways to stay involved as the work 
progresses.  

We wanted to give as many people as possible the opportunity to take part in this 
process so we held the same workshop twice at different times in the week, one in the 
evening and one in the morning. The meetings were recorded and we have used the 
transcripts to produce this report - you can read the transcripts in full here.  

While we tend to facilitate many of our processes ourselves, on this occasion we felt 
that we would be more available to learn alongside others if the workshops were 
externally facilitated. So we brought in Penny Walker, an independent change 
facilitator with a focus on sustainability. 

Also joining the meetings was Kate Rogers who is the Co-Head of Charities and Head of 
Sustainability at Cazenove Capital - the largest asset manager for charities in the UK - 
and a former Trustee and Chair of the Finance Committee for Cripplegate Foundation. 
Kate, who attended in a personal capacity, shared some thoughts on charitable 
endowments and explained that the majority of trusts tend to adopt a ‘blended’ 
approach to investment, one which seeks to combine financial sustainability with good 
or virtuous behaviour. She introduced the audience to different types of ‘responsible’ 
investments, using the mnemonic of ABC investments as a shorthand. 
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Avoid harm Contribute to 
solutions

Benefit people  
& planet

https://bdgiving.org.uk/news/power-of-bd-celebrating-the-endowment-fund/
https://bdgiving.org.uk/news/designing-the-rapid-response-fund/
https://bdgiving.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/BDG-workshop-report.pdf
http://www.penny-walker.co.uk/


• A- Avoid harm e.g. not investing in things like fossil fuels, armaments, 
pornography and so on. 

• B- Benefit people and the planet. This means looking at the companies behind 
the investment, as well as the investment itself. Things like the working conditions 
of their staff, whether they pay their taxes, what their environmental track record 
is, etc..  

• C- Contribute to solutions - sometimes called impact investments. Investing in 
things that are going to further the mission of the charity or create positive 
impact in the community – for example in renewable energy, social enterprises in 
the community, in social housing. 

Kate suggested that a best practice for investors that want sustainability of financial 
returns and sustainability in terms of how they manage their investments is to span all 
of these principles. An investment policy could for example state that it should always 
avoid harm, mostly try to benefit people and the planet, and maybe reserve a small 
part of the fund (e.g. 10-20%) to actively contribute to solutions, while as a whole 
generating financial returns. 

The ensuing discussion explored the issue of risk - covering guidance about how to 
handle risk, the timeframes over which risk can be balanced out, and the risk of global 
or international versus more local investments. Participants also asked about the use of 
a third party to help manage the investment, and the question of achieving consensus 
about investment aims or principles. 
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Why have an investment policy? A policy sets out what BD Giving is 
aiming to achieve through its investments. A written policy provides a 
framework for making investment decisions, helping trustees to manage 
the charity’s resources effectively and demonstrate good governance. For 
the community it means accountability, transparency and knowing what to 
expect from the investment.  

“Everyone’s ideas 
of what’s to be 
avoided or 
supported might 
be different” - 
Participant

"It’s really 
important to get 
views in, but 
don’t let lack of 
agreement put 
you off taking the 
first step" - Kate



2.2 Break out rooms 
We then split the group into three, and invited each group to focus on a different 
question: 

Group 1: What do the ‘inclusive’ and ‘sustainability’ principles mean for the 
Endowment Fund? What other principles should we be guided by? 

Group 2: What goals should we be trying to achieve with our investment? E.g. 
maximise financial returns or balance that against investing in things which have a 
positive impact in society, and how should we prioritise them? 

Group 3: How would the community like to be involved going forward? What would 
we like to hear about and how often? What formats or communication channels 
will work best for us? 

Each room was led by a different person and we used the online whiteboard tool Miro 
to capture the conversation. All break out sessions were lively and participants were 
engaged. Invariably, some of the discussions veered off topic but it was felt important 
to give as much space as possible for participants to explore the questions that 
mattered to them. After this, the groups came back together and the facilitators shared 
the main points that were raised during the discussion. 

Both of the groups discussing question 1 touched on the need 
for inclusivity of access to the processes surrounding the fund, 
and the importance of outreach and support for people or 
groups who might not usually get involved or might find it 
challenging to be involved for a range of reasons. Both groups 
also discussed the importance of balancing risks, for instance 
balancing the fund’s need for sustainability with taking risks 
on smaller organisations. One group spent time discussing 
how to measure sustainability, and the principles of innovation, setting clear goals and 
timescales.  
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Image: Screenshot of a breakout room held on Miro

"Invest in 
people's ability to 
imagine [a way] 
forward"



Exploring question 2, one of the groups discussed 
investment in markets versus local investment, with some 
discussion of segmenting the investment. It was felt 
important to ensure community benefit from the process, 
and the need to both generate returns and to ensure that 
our investment approach is ethical. The other group 
talked about prioritising what residents and groups in 
Barking and Dagenham want. There was some discussion 
about engaging those not currently engaged, as well as 
the importance to transparency and the need for 

evaluation.  

For question 3, the first group talked about the need to communicate what’s 
happening and to give the community something to look at and take apart. 
Participants noted growing concerns - especially among young people - about how 
certain companies operate and the importance of transparency and integrity. They 
commented on the need to balance being jargon free but not patronising. Both groups 
highlighted the need for frequent updates and connection building with the 
community, including face-to-face outreach through things like the Summer of 
Festivals. The second group also discussed the need for clear messaging to enable 
community groups to champion and share information on the fund, so that existing 
infrastructures could be tapped into.  

2.3 Governance 
The discussions then moved on to governance, using a draft model as backdrop for the 
conversation, which was presented by BD Giving’s CEO. This model, as shown below, 
suggests the establishment of a Community Advisory Board (CAB) which would be at 
the heart of the governance of the Community Endowment Fund. 

The CAB would include representatives of the community, the Council, and BD Giving’s 
Board, and have wide recommendation powers with regards to the Endowment Fund, 
including the power to ask questions to the Trustees, and make recommendations 
regarding the investments as well as the distribution of funding.  
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Draft model used as part of the conversation on the endowment’s governance

"There may be some social 
enterprises that will 
generate a return as well 
as perhaps others which 
we deem good by 
themselves and from 
which we wouldn't need 
financial return." 



The CAB would also be responsible for engaging with the rest of the community, and 
convening the community once a year to review the report, and take directions 
regarding the investment policy and the priorities for funding.  

The possibility of setting up a Community Advisory Board was well received by 
participants, and there were lively discussions about the mechanisms, roles and 
possible compositions of such a group. There was limited response to the question 
about what skills or types of people might be involved in such a group but a wide 
agreement that participants would need to be supported to fully play their role, 
including training and compensation.  

3. Key Findings 
The workshops generated some really important 
discussions, however, they also surfaced some caution 
that additional support would be needed to engage the 
community meaningfully. Within those discussions were 
kernels of thoughts about what should be embedded in 
the fund as a whole – namely that it shouldn’t repeat 
cycles of funding in the borough that don’t lead to long 
lasting change.  

3.1 Communication and awareness raising 
During the small group discussions and the conversations that followed, many in the 
group wanted to talk about how the resulting grants might get distributed, rather than 
about the investment approach for the capital. This may be due to relative levels of 
familiarity or interest in the two processes, or a lack of clarity over the difference 
between them. Either way, it emphasised the need for ongoing clear communication 
about how these elements fit together and what is the focus of particular discussions 
or decisions at each stage of the process.  

The technicality of some of the concepts discussed made it clear that there is work we 
need to do around clear, accessible communication. We went into this process 
expecting more questions out of this meeting than when we started and accepted 
these as important for the journey we wanted to take with participants and the wider 
community. 
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"It’s about raising 
the voices of the 
forgotten people 
who don’t often get 
heard."

"We can really see a 
culture change 
happening in terms 
of community 
input"



3.2 Accessible information and support 
To meet our goal to be community-led, people ought to receive the support they need 
to gain the skills and knowledge to participate fully. As an organisation, we need to 
create the space for learning about other successful models, about finance and 
investments, risk management, as well as to multiply outreach activities and 
opportunities to learn about the process and contribute. 

Understanding risk and due diligence, for example, is central to making good 
investment choices. In many cases, foundations outsource financial due diligence and 
investment decisions to professional fund managers. These tend to take a more global 

route to investment in order to produce the highest 
returns. An alternative is to invest locally, which can 
generate immediate local value, but this suggests having 
or developing a local capability to manage those 
investments, higher due diligence costs and limited 
opportunities for return. These risks need to be well 
understood and measured as we develop our investment 
policy. 

3.3 Local investment in small organisations/businesses and 
infrastructure 
People asked if there were existing models for endowments investing locally that could 
be adapted to Barking and Dagenham, whilst some wondered if it was possible to 
imagine something entirely new. However, people agreed that they needed to know 
what is out there and develop a better understanding of the art of the possible in order 
to make an informed decision on local investment. 

One interesting thought that came up was for the Endowment Fund to be used to 
seed a community investment fund which local people and organisations could 
contribute to, invest in local ventures, and with some of the profit coming back to them 
and a portion being put into the grant-making side. 

3.4 Monitoring and understanding impact 
It was also agreed that we need to think collectively about how we might begin to 
measure impact and what outcomes matter to the community? This was seen as 
particularly important in case the investment policy includes local investment. For 
example, if we were to invest locally, what would the knock-on effects on mental health, 
housing, education etc. in the borough? The impact of these decisions should not be 
solely measured in terms of money spent and the return on investment, but also 
understood in terms of money saved, which is then freed up in other parts of the 
system for other purposes. The challenge, however, is to measure this impact and 
recognise that not everything can be measured with numbers.  
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"We’re given a big 
responsibility and that’s 
the price for participation 
and active citizenship"



4. What next? 
These workshops have shown that there is a lot of excitement and expectation around 
the Community Endowment Fund – the task for BD Giving is to nurture it enough that 
it continues to grow without being overbearing and putting it out. 

We are asking people to come with us on a journey. However, it is clear that the 
community needs more support if the Endowment Fund is to be as participatory as 
possible. We don’t want people feeling that they’ve been ‘invited to the party too early, 
drank too much and now just want to go home’, as one participant put it. 

We also want this to be a space for imagination, and for exploring the ‘art of the 
possible’ together with the community, as well as other professionals, such as 
philosophers, artists, and economists. We are convinced that the community’s capacity 
to imagine what the Endowment Fund could look like can be increased exponentially if 
we put sufficient resources behind the process.  

As one participant put it, ‘we need training and time,’ which are things that we as 
funders have access to and are part of what enable us to get excited about the work we 
do. 

We want to continue to create opportunities for people to develop their knowledge and 
get involved: 

• providing educational material in accessible formats 

• communicating better, often in multiple places and times 

• allowing people to step in and out of the process according to their interest and 
availability. 

To achieve this ambition we are going to be recruiting a Project Coordinator who will 
work with us for around nine months to get the Endowment Fund up and running. We 
see the rest of the year as coming under three overlapping phases:  

Awareness & understanding 

(May-Jul) 

We will continue to promote the vision for the Endowment Fund and produce content 
to raise awareness and help people get involved.  
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Engagement and design 

(Jul-Oct) 

Based on this initial work, we will work with the community to design a model for a 
Community Advisory Board for the fund 

Decision-making  

(Oct-Dec) 

The Community Advisory Board will take up its role and decide on the initial 
investment structure.
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We’re on a mission to support everyone in Barking 
and Dagenham to play a part in creating 
meaningful change by uniting ideas, energy and 
resources around common causes.  

Write: BD Giving, PO Box 76934, London, E7 7GD 
Email: hello@bdgiving.org.uk 
Visit: bdgiving.org.uk

GET IN TOUCH

mailto:hello@bdgiving.org.uk
http://bdgiving.org.uk
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